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Giant shark australian news reporter

5 years ago we recently brought you photos of the *largest* tiger shark we've ever clapped our eyes at caught by a fisherman in the Antipodean nation. They were nightmares. One Australian team seems to share our complete terror and awe and these terrible fish. Channel Nine's Karl Stefanovic and Lisa Wilkinson watched a piece about a great white shark culminating in a 4.5m
jump straight out of the water. When reduced to the face of the studio Karl's face is absolutely priceless. He's absolutely stupid in a matter of seconds... Then he says what we all think. TODAY | Facebook H/T i100 Share article Brand new football show by Joe Cole and Mr Davis. Subscribe for free: This is a video of two today news anchors in Australia reacting to some footage
they just played from the shark documentary 'Air Jaws: Walking with great whites'. They both swear they'll never go into the ocean again. And I don't blame them. Still, I thought the Australians were so used to all the scary shit they want to kill out there to handle this smoothly. Unrelated: I love a woman's accent and I just want her to speak while I fall asleep. Continue with the
video. Thanks to Luc, who told me he saw a spider in the shower this morning, and firefighters are still trying to extinguish the blaze. There wasn't much morning show host Karl Stefanovic, so it wasn't. Australian network broadcaster 9News has been declared speechless with a terrifying four-and-a-half metre-long clip of the Discovery Channel of a gigantic shark jumping out of the
water in slow motion. Staring at the camera, Stefanovic simply stated: I will never go back in the water. Co-host Lisa Wilkinson was equally shocked. Things summer! She said. Look at the magnitude of that thing! exclaimed Stefanovic. It's like that little cage is going to help you. The cage in question is the Water Armor Shark Protection Cage (WASP), a shark cage that allows
divers to walk on ocean soil and was invented by Jeff Kurr of the Discovery Channel. The story continues below an ad Earlier this summer biologist Mauricio Hoyos Padilla posted a video on Facebook of what could be the greatest great white shark ever filmed. It was about 20 feet long. Stefanovic hit the headlines last fall for wearing the same suit on the air for a year to highlight
sexist double standards. A NEWS anchor in Australia has been left speechless and rather distraught after an information segment showed footage of a massive shark jumping out of the water. The footage was taken by some marine researchers investigating the Great White Sharks. When the camera returned to Australian news anchor Karl Stefanovic this was his reaction:
Source: Humanly Unknown/YouTube I'll never get back in the water again... That's the biggest thing I've ever seen. His co-host on Australia's Channel 9 Today program Lisa Wilkinson agreed with him. Things summer, she said. #Open journalism No news is bad Support to your contributions magazine will help us to continue delivering stories that are important to you Support us
now Stefanovic but has plans to go to the local pool prefer to put one foot in the ocean. We may have to agree with him after that tape. Watch the hilarious clip here: Source: Humanly Unknown/YouTube Read: Those viral no make-up selfies aren't what they seem&gt; Poll: Is Ireland ready for a non-alcoholic Guinness?&gt; Sharks are scary. Giant sharks are scarier. The hosts of
the Australian TV show, Today, stood stunned as they watched a video of the giant Great White Shark making its way through the top of the ocean, devouring unknowingly... We don't know what it was, but it was at least the size of a man, which is enough to tremble at our tables. [Placeholder for built-in.] However, it is easy to forget that humans are terrestrial animals and are
completely safe from sharks, giant sharks and their sharp teeth, emassed brothers, as long as they stick to keep keep peeled off the water. But in Australia, these are land monsters that TV hosts should worry about. We can't forget these insanely large, terrifying Australian animals that literally want to eat you. In fact, they're in a meeting right now discussing it. The Daily Dot
recovered the transcript from their latest reunion and published an excerpt below. [Start the transcript] Giant bat that looks like Dracula: We've assembled this gathering of the Angry Australian Animal Coalition to koala and conspire against one [name redacted, but it's definitely you]. Do we want to continue finding and eating [you, reader]? All: Yes. Giant python eating crocodile:
Oj we'll say slither up on [YOU] and squeeze life outta'em. Oy gave me a mechanism to unlock the fork to swallow them whole. Giant spider eats bird: It doesn't leave much for many of us, does it? Everything: [the insudible shouting that it's definitely about eating you.] A screaming wet koala that may or may not be a hoax: Why don't I jump out of the bushes and yell at them?!
Then they fall into the spider web and ol's slither man here can work his jaw magic? Giant Python: Yes, it works for me. Giant spider: too little. Giant bat: Then we all break. We will find and eat [you, definitely you] in the night [date redacted]. They'll never see us coming. [End of Transcript] So it's clear that these insanely terrifying land animals are definitely looking for you. Maybe
getting in the water doesn't sound so bad after all. Of course, a giant python swims. H/T Mashable | Photo via Lwp Kommunikáció/Flickr (CC BY 2.0) Share this article *First Published: Aug 31, 2015, 23:19 Feliks Garcia was a reporter and essayist whose work for the Daily Dot focused on issues of social justice, internet culture and the Rock. He was a staff writer for the
Independent when he passed away in February 2017 after suffering a heart attack. He was 33. It will take more Fisherman Matthew Smith faced huge white white On Saturday while fishing a snapper off the coast of Black Head Beach in New South Wales, Australia.FLORIDA A FISHERMAN BREAKS A GEORGIAN BLUE CATFISH RECORD WITH A CATCH OF 111
KILOGRAMS, HE SAYS HOLDING IT 'WAS HELL'The terrifying encounter, part of which was captured on a drone camera operated by his friend Nick O'Brien, Smith told Australian outlet 9News Sydney, that it depicts a 10-foot shark circling Smith in his little kayak. TENNESSEE FISHERMAN CATCHES BASS HOLDING SNAKE IN MOUTH: 'MY HEAD WAS LOOKING AT
ME'NO! No, f---, Smith can be seen screaming at the shark as it approaches, circling the kayak. At one point he throws the anchor into the water to try to scare away the shark, which he seems to have liked, the outlet reported. Although Smith managed to escape the situation without harm, he told 9News that he would likely upgrade his fishing boat the next time he was in the
water. The 10-foot shark circled the kayak before eventually seceding without injuring the fisherman. (iStock) CLICK HERE TO SIGN UP FOR OUR LIFESTYLE NEWSLETTER Tinny [a small open aluminum boat] could get wet for the next few weeks, and the kayak could remain in jest, he said. Australia has recently been inundated with shark attacks. According to a BBC report,
there have been 21 incidents of shark attacks so far in 2020, seven of which have been fatal. Fatal.
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